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Dear Parents and Guardians,

We have had a fantastic beginning to the 2019 school year with students enthusiastically involved in their academic program, sporting 
activities, leadership opportunities, clubs, assemblies, guest speaker presentations, incursions and excursions. 
On Wednesday we conducted our annual Meet and Greet BBQ. We were delighted to have presented this opportunity for families to 
meet our staff, explore the learning spaces and swap information with your child’s teachers. The BBQ’s in both canteen areas were full 
of energy and also offered an opportunity for parents to meet each other and establish connections within our larger school community. 
It was encouraging to see that families took the opportunity to visit the Paddington Computer Lab and utilised the ICT support available 
relating to Compass. The ‘friendly’ sporting competitions involving the Elite Sports Program students, staff and their families was another 
showcase of the MRC community spirit. From my observations and feedback provided throughout the afternoon, the conversations were 
purposeful and the mood was very positive. It was pleasing to see so many of our families use this event to reinforce the partnerships we 
share in education. 
A new venue for 2019, Splash Craigieburn, and revised format set the scene for the House Swimming Carnival held on Tuesday, February 
19. The House Swimming Carnival was a fun day, with staff and students dressed in their house colours demonstrating creativity and flair. 
Many students participated in the competitive and novelty events and were rewarded with access to the waterslide. It always impresses 
me how students come together on days such as this, offering to help in any way they can and enjoying the activities on offer. Finally, I 
would like to acknowledge the superb organisational effort of our Sports Coordinators, Ms Tess Porter and Ms Kirstin Schubert for their 
work both before and during the day; to the Health and Physical Education staff for their professional running of the day as well as pay 
tribute to our House Captains and extended student leadership team for their efforts, enthusiasm and teamwork.
Over the past two weeks, we have had a number of sport teams participating at inter-school competitions. The feedback about the conduct 
and teamwork of all the students who have participated has been very positive. Inter-school sport provides opportunities for students to 
develop skills through a program of training and competitive experiences, connecting students to the wider community and promoting 
teamwork and good sportsmanship. Congratulations to students who have qualified for the next level of competition; thank you to staff and 
senior students who have helped to train and organise the teams.
As we approach the halfway mark of Term 1, our extra-curricular programs have begun. At Mount Ridley P-12 College there are a range 
of activities for students to enjoy before, during and after school. As we all know you only get out of school what you put in and many of us 
remember fondly our time at school through the many clubs and co-curricular programs, we participated in. I would like to encourage all 
our students and families to support these opportunities. It is always best to try new things and have a go rather than regret what we didn’t 
do. Any questions regarding the extra-curricular program can be directed to Mrs Beckenham. 
At Mount Ridley P-12 College we are committed to improving the quality of communications to parents – especially in relation to student 
learning.  Compass provides parents an opportunity to continuously monitor attendance and learning. Parents are encouraged to main-
tain regular communication whenever there is a query or concern. Via our Compass portal, parents can send emails directly to teachers 
requesting clarification of learning progress or related issues. On Tuesday 5th March (Week 6), the first cycle of the Grade Point Average 
(GPA) will be available on Compass. The GPA is a reporting mechanism where students’ levels of effort, behaviour and application to 
their studies are measured. It is hoped that the implementation of GPA will provide a framework whereby teachers, families and students 
can work together to promote positive learning habits and behaviours. In addition, WeShare Parent Teacher interviews are scheduled for 
Thursday 4th April. WeShare Parent Teacher Interviews are critical in teachers and parents developing effective relationships to bridge 
student learning between home and school. Parents are encouraged to take the lead of the ten-minute time slot and bring up issues they’d 
like to discuss. Teachers will then work through relevant affirmations and areas of improvement and subsequent strategies appropriate to 
the needs of your child. Your child’s teacher will be armed with some very specific feedback of their performance thus far in 2019. Please 
stay tuned for more detailed information over the coming weeks for both GPA and WeShare Parent Teacher Interviews. 
Have a wonderful weekend with your family and friends,

Helen Casey
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Dear Parents and Guardians,

I wish to inform the College community about a change in the Senior Leadership team.

Mrs Linda Blakis has secured a two-year secondment with the Victorian Institute of Teaching (VIT). She has taken up the newly formed 
position of Professional Practice Manager and as such brings a great source of knowledge to VIT. In doing so, Mrs Blakis plays a crucial 
role in connecting the work of VIT and schools. On behalf of the College Community, I wish her every success on her new endeavour and 
look forward to having her bring a new set of skills into the College upon her return.

I am pleased to advise that Mrs Blakis’ replacement is Mr Peter Mitsis. He has been appointed as Assistant Principal (Curriculum/Profes-
sional Practice).  Peter who will officially commence his duties with us on Monday 25th February has extensive experience as an Assistant 
Principal at the Collingwood Language School having responsibility for managing one of its three separate campuses. As an educational 
leader and 23 years of service with DET, Peter’s skills set lies in the areas of curriculum, ICT and EAL.

Lino Pagano, College Principal

 Bring Your Own Device Program   

The B.Y.O.D program is part of our long term plan to engage students in learning.

These explicit learning tools will be utilised as follows: 
• to develop student capabilities that demonstrate ICT competency;
• to become smart online citizens;
• to allow students to transfer knowledge and skills and apply them to new technologies and situations; 
• to access interactive learning via web based programs; 
• to provide students with a wider choice of how to create and submit their work;
• to explore creative tools for showcasing the learning styles of students;
• to communicate within and beyond the College as part of an interactive approach to learning; and
• to provide students with 24/7 access to their learning. 

From this year, no fee applies to the connection. Up to two devices can be connected per student. Mentor teachers will assist students 
with the connection of their device(s) through the College I.T. Department.

Students will receive assistance with the following:
• connection to the College’s network;
• basic technical support (wireless network and functional access to resources); and
• access to online school resources and their own electronic files;
• advice on how to connect to Office 365 services.

The College recommends families take out appropriate insurance for their child’s device/s.  In some cases, this may be covered through 
standard house/contents insurance.  Please be mindful that the Department of Education and Training does not hold insurance for person-
al property brought to schools and it has no capacity to pay for any loss or damage to such property.

If you have any further enquiries regarding the B.Y.O.D program, please contact the eLearning/IT team via email  
contact@mountridleycollege.vic.edu.au
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Why do 
chimps make 
that sound?

Becuase it 

HURTS when 

you STUB your 

TOE!

Feb 28 Second Hand Uniform Sale 9:00 - 10:00 am (Main Gym)

March 7 PFA Meeting (AGM) 2:10 - 3:10 pm  
                                          (Main Administration Building)

March 7 Year 7 Graffiti Prevention through  
                                          Life Skills Education Incursion 

March 8 Early Years Assembly –  
        Early Years Gym 2:10 - 3:10 pm (parents welcome)     

March 11 Labour Day

March 12 Athletics Day, Years 5 - 12 Students 

March 18 Student Voice Badge Ceremony 6:30 - 8:00pm

March 21 Harmony Day

March 22 Early Years Assembly –  
        Early Years Gym 2:10 - 3:10 pm (parents welcome)     

OOGH OOGH 

ARGH ARGH
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Learn

SWIMMING CARNIVAL 
RESULTS4th place 

Highbury 198 points...
3rd place Aitken 

201 points!!
2nd place Hampton 

232 points!
Winners with a massive

323 points, completely

out swimming the other

houses is CLEVELAND!!!
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IN 
Last Thursday, the Middle Years students attended their first assembly for 2019. This was a 
fantastic opportunity for students to all come together and learn about the exciting things  
that are happening in the Middle School. During this time, the students were also introduced 
to the ‘Middle Years Certificate’, which allows students to be recognised for everything they 
have contributed to or achieved during their time in the Middle School. At the end of Year 9,  

students will be presented with either  a Completion, Bronze, Silver, Gold 
or Honours Middle Years Certificate based on everything that they have     

done during Years 8 and 9. Miss Caruana explained to students how this is 
a fantastic resource to take into future job interviews to demonstrate all their hard work. 

 
This week, a number of Middle School students have taken part in the Ready to Learn  
Interview Feedback Survey. This allows students to provide information about how they found 
the interviews and also provide any suggestions that they have to improve these for next year! 
Parents are also encouraged to take part in this survey, which they can access via compass.  

Year 9 Science 
This term in Science, Year 9 students are focusing on physics, 

with an emphasis on electrical circuits, electrical safety and 
magnets. Students are given the opportunity to get hands-on and 

apply their knowledge by connecting wires, batteries, lights and switches to create different 
types of circuits. Students also apply this knowledge to real life situations such as how 
electricity is used in the household and commercial industries. 

Year 9 Photography 
Students from 9J were taking photos of the shot sizes and camera angles they had been 
learning about in Photography Media with Ms Phillips.
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Since the middle of Term 4, 2018, several 5/6s and Year 7s, (now Year 8s), have been  
emailing students from Pisa. Some of you may know this town for its famous ‘Leaning Tower’. 
While still in the beginning stages, the Pisa club, has established a sturdy connection  
with the Pisan school and its students. Trialled as a means to encourage 
students to apply, and extend their Italian skills together with their 
cultural knowledge, in a meaningful way, i.e. through genuine  
communication, the club got underway. Students met once a week during 
lunchtime, to obtain support in writing and joining the on-line group. With 
the help of Mr Spaliaras, we set up a Pisa - Mount Ridley, Edmodo group!  
While the time difference hinders real time conversation –  
Melbourne is roughly ten hours ahead of Pisa – we are constantly revising 
and working on new modes of communication.
Through an exchange of emails students were able to introduce and describe 
themselves. They also shared pictures of their hobbies, passions and ways in 
which the respective cities celebrated Christmas. The real surprise, though, 
was when Elisabetta D’amore came back from Italy during the summer 
break with a 2019 customised calendar, featuring the Pisan students! 
Ms D’amore knows members of the school personally and was the staff 
member responsible for getting this club off the  
ground. We will be putting these calendars on display in the  
Midland and Windrock buildings.  
The Pisan club meets every Friday at  
lunchtime in Windrock, but at this stage it is  
still in a trial phase, and we only have  
limited spots.  
We hope to further solidify language and  
cultural connections.
These photos were sent by the  
Pisan students...

This is a photo of the Pisan  
students’ home town.  

What do you notice  
in the background?

Italian students often visit art 
gallaries.  The Pisan students 

went to the Palazzo Blu towards 
the end of last year.  This is a  

featured surrealist painting by  
Renè Magritte entitled ‘Doppio 

Secreto’ (Double Secret).
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On February 15, VCE Drama students were given an opportunity to venture to 
the city to watch a caliginous and sorrowful story of, ‘Mr Burns, a Post- 

electric play’. The play’s purpose was to explore what would happen to pop 
culture after the fall of human civilisation after 7 years or even after 75 years. 

Being in the audience was an amazing experience, and the performance was 
so captivating. During the performance I found myself getting swept up into 

the story. Watching the actors closely helped not just me but all the students 
have a better understanding of how Expressive Skills should be shown and 
how Performance skills are also used in performance. It helped us students 
see these aspects of acting come to life, which will assist us in creating our 

solo and group ensembles. 

I’m very happy I got the opportunity to watch a fantastic piece of Australian 
theatre. 

Thank you teachers.

Shahad ALRUHAIMI – 10C Senior Performing Arts 



PFA 
If you would like to join the PFA, or would like to join  
the PFA mailing list, please email our PFA President at: 
pfa@mountridleycollege.vic.edu.au
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Mount Ridley College is 
proud to announce the 2019 

production…. 
 

We would like to invite you to audition 
to be part of this exciting show. Please 
sign up to a time for singing/acting and 

dance auditions.  
 

Singing/Acting (Individual): 
Monday 25th FEBRUARY 3.30pm – 6.00pm 

Tuesday 26th FEBRUARY 3.30pm – 6.00pm 

WEDNESDAY 27th FEBRUARY 4.30pm – 6.00pm 
If you are auditioning for a singing/main role, please prepare a 

song with a backing track or sheet music.  

Dance (group): 
Wednesday 27th FEBRUARY 3.30pm – 4.30pm 

Roles and more show information can be found online and dis-
played on the Performing Arts notice board. 

 

If you have any questions or need further information, please see Miss 
Fistric or Miss Savage at the Performing Arts office. 
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For some young people, feelings of sadness and unhappiness outweigh their happy and excited emotions. 
When people have depression, these sad feelings become overwhelming and long-lasting, affecting how we 
think, how we feel and what we do. 

In Australia, one in 35 young people aged 4-17 experience depression.
• Young people can feel sad and worried about life events such as exams, fights with family or friends,   
 changing schools or moving house.
• If the feelings of sadness go on for weeks or months and affect everyday life, the young person may have  
 depression.
• Symptoms of depression in young people include feeling grumpy, having trouble sleeping, feeling   
 worthless or guilty, eating more or less than usual and gaining or losing weight.
• Life situations can contribute to depression in young people but sometimes there seems to be no reason.
• Encourage young people to talk about how they feel with someone they know and trust such as a  
 parent, teacher, staff at Student Services, family member or friend.
• An important next step is for the young person to visit a doctor to learn about depression and how it is  
 treated.

Where to get help
• Student Services Team at Berkshire
• Your GP (doctor)
• GP at Doctors in Schools (for secondary school aged students)
• beyondblue Support Service 1300 22 4636  
 (24 hours/ 7 days a week) (cost of a local call)
• youthbeyondblue www.youthbeyondblue.com
• Headspace Craigieburn 03-8338 0919

The above information has been sourced from  
Better Health Channel and is available at  
www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au

Penny Hsiao,  
Adolescent Health Promotion Nurse
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What We’ve Been Doing in OSHC 
We have been having a blast in OSHC! The children attending our program have already made 

great new friendships, learned more than ever before and best of all, have been having heaps of 

fun. There’s been a variety of different activities and games that children of all ages have been 

engaging in. 

The children have been learning about healthy eating and science.

They have also been cooking, art and crafting, and doing lots of sports activities.

Every day we aim to deliver a high-quality program that interests and engages your child, whilst

getting to know them. That’s why our program is tailored to and guided by the needs of the 

children attending our service. In OSHC, your child can enjoy and engage in activities ranging 

from indoor and outdoor play time fun, constructive and manipulative play, as well as creative 

time. There’s also quiet time for homework, reading and relaxation. 

 

Meet Our Team 

We’re here to make OSHC the best experience possible for your child and family. If you have 

any questions about the program, feel free to drop by, meet our team and see what happens in 

our program first hand.   

Program Details 
To find out more about our program, view our fees and to register,

visit www.campaustralia.com.au and search for your school. 
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The start of the year is a great time for making changes and improvements to the way you raise kids. But it’s 
difficult to know where to begin.

To assist with the change process we’ve carefully selected five practical strategies that will have a positive impact 
if acted upon. We’ve organised webinars in the first half of the year to assist you to implement each strategy.

1. Switch on your child’s strengths

Most of us have been conditioned to focus on what kids can’t do. There is a better way. The Positive Psychology 
movement lead by US-based psychologist Dr. Martin Seligman showed that when we can unearth kids’ strengths 
we are, in effect, unlocking their true potential for success and happiness. Three elements come together to make 
a strength and parents need to be mindful of all three: performance (being good at something); energy (feeling 
good doing it); and high use (choosing to do it).

Professor Lea Waters, author of the wonderful new book The Strength Switch and current President of the 
International Positive Psychology Association will show you how to focus on kids’ strengths in her
webinar ‘Switching on your child’s strengths‘.

2. Balance kids’ extra-curriculum activities

Alongside social media and news events, being busy is now recognised as a major stressor for many children and 
young people. The choice of activities to keep kids busy after school hours is mind-boggling.

Having so many options is wonderful but it does place a new set of pressures on parents and kids. The cost of 
loading kids up with scheduled activities is that many don’t get the chance for free play, or simply ‘vegging out’ on 
the couch.

Parenting Ideas expert Dr.Jodi Richardson will help you find the right balance of activity for your family in her 
webinar ‘Balancing extra-curricular activities‘.

3. Focus on friendships

Friendships are an important part of the road to adulthood for a child or young person. Friendships can also be 

We're a Parenting Ideas school parentingideas.com.au/schools

Top five strategies to improve 
your parenting this year
by Michael Grose 

insights
POSITIVE PARENTING 
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problematic. Not every child is naturally outgoing and makes friends easily. If your child has difficulty forming 
friendships and is worried by that, then there are many ways to approach this including: encouraging kids to 
spend one-on-one time with others, making extra-curricular activities fit their interests, and coaching kids to 
develop friendly behaviours.

The wonderful Sharon Witt will conduct a webinar ‘Teach girls to build each other up‘, focusing on friendship skills 
especially for parents of girls.

4. Give kids tools to manage anxious moments

Currently we have a childhood anxiety problem. A big one! And it’s mostly undetected as community 
understanding of anxiety is low. It’s our experience at Parenting Ideas that many parents are anxious and they 
don’t know it, and many children routinely experience anxiety, which goes unrecognised.

Parenting Ideas founder Michael Grose is conducting a webinar ‘Managing your child’s anxiety‘ to help parents on 
this challenging but important topic.

5. Develop rights of passage

Community changes have largely eradicated many traditional rights of passage, making it harder for a young 
person to know when they’ve become an adult.

Fortunately, many families are now creating their own to mark events such as the end of primary school, the move 
into the teenage years, and mark different stages of adolescence. These traditions are now becoming legitimate 
rights of passage for young people.

Internationally recognised expert on rites of passage Arne Rubenstein will outline practical ways you can 
recognise a young person’s important life markers in his webinar ‘Creating 21st century rites of passage‘.

Will anything be different this year?

Change and improvement in anything worthwhile generally comes incrementally rather than in one giant leap. 
We’ve pointed you in the right parenting to take this year. With our webinars we’ve made it easy to take that vital 
first step. Have a great parenting year.

Michael Grose

Michael Grose, founder of Parenting Ideas, is one of Australia’s leading parenting 
educators. He’s the author of 10 books for parents including Thriving! and the best-
selling Why First Borns Rule the World and Last Borns Want to Change It, and his latest 
release Spoonfed Generation: How to raise independent children.

We're a Parenting Ideas school parentingideas.com.au/schools 15



SOUNDWAVE 
SHOWDOWN

Youth Showcase featuring local artists 
 

SATURDAY 2 MARCH 2019 
11.30AM - 9.30PM 

ANZAC PARK, AITKEN BOULEVARD, 
CRAIGIEBURN 

ALL AGES

Come join Sunbury FReeZA and Hume Youth Services at this year's 
 
 
 

TOUR
CRAIGIEBURN 

FESTIVAL

BROADMEADOWS 
STREET FESTIVAL

SUNFEST

Youth Showcase featuring local artists 
 

SUNDAY 7 APRIL 2019 
1 - 7PM 

TANDERRUM WAY, 
BROADMEADOWS 

ALL AGES 
 

With guest performance by  
 
 

at all 3 events  
 
 

Support local young musicans in the 
ultimate musical showdown! 

Competition running throughout the 
entire day. 

 
SUNDAY 17 MARCH 2019 

11AM - 4PM 
THE VILLAGE GREEN - CORNER 

OF O'SHANASSY & BROOK 
STREETS, SUNBURY 

ALL AGES 
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If you are interested in 
Learning to play AFL and having fun in an easy friendly atmosphere. 
Learning a range of skills and helping develop general motor skills. 

Improving physical activity while learning to interact with other children. 
Developing new friends and for parents spending quality time with your child. 

NAB AFL Auskick is for you. 
WHERE 

Highgate Rec Reserve (Oval 2) 
229 Grand Blvd, Craigieburn, VIC 3064  

 
STARTS 

Saturday 23rd March 2019 
From 9.00am to 10.30am 

 

PRICE 
$96.00 includes breakup party and trophy 

and 15 weeks of 90 minute sessions 
 

CONTACT 
Shane Ryan - Auskick Coordinator 

Mob: 0417265227 
Email: auskickcragieburn@gmail.com 

For more information on what Auskick can do for you look at play.afl/auskick 

To receive ongoing email updates send your contact details to auskickcragieburn@gmail.com 

Boys & Girls  
Welcome 

Prep to Grade 6 
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For more information please contact: 
Email: paramountcalisthenicscollege@gmail.com 

Phone: 0433689200 or via Facebook

Calisthenics offers Variety, Confidence, Fun 
Performance, Friendship & a Sport all in one class! 

 
Classes for all ages 3+ 

Where: Newbury Primary  School Gym  

Come and Join Paramount in 
2019!
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